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 The Rainbow Hunter!Vengeance of Drawful! The Rainbow Hunter! You are the Hunter, so protect your species from
destruction! Verified by Nintendo I don't own a Wii U. I own a GameCube. But there are still games I really like. And one of

them is Drawful. The idea behind the game is simple: You control a hunter and you have to find the correct ingredients in order
to craft spells. But the story goes beyond this. There's the journey, the romance, the friendships, and the purpose of the rainbow.

In other words, the story of a true gamer. I'll never forget the moment I first played the game. It was my first time using the
Virtual Console and I downloaded Drawful! It was like a whole new world opened up to me. This is the story of that first time

and that first game. The Origins In order to understand the events of Drawful! and how they came to be, we must first start with
a time when the GameCube was king. I will write of the events of this period from my point of view, but keep in mind that the
events in this game are the product of my imagination. The Beginning A Legend is Born Back in the dawn of time, when the

stars were born and the shadows of the future were called kalipars, a man with a silver sword and an eerie light appeared in the
world. He named himself The Guardian, and he charged upon the land, shedding light where the shadows of the kalipars

dwelled. The Guardian slew the darkest of kalipars, and he proceeded to carve the shape of a sphere into the face of the rock.
His name was Zebatat, and for eons he ruled a land far away, making his beautiful city as home to the humans that would help
him slay the last kalipars. Zebatat was kind, but also ruthless. He saw that in order to have a true utopia, the humans needed to
be on his side. Zebatat carved out a large cavern and locked away a human baby girl. He wanted to test if she was truly loyal to

his cause. After a few generations, the humans began to develop the ability to create light. Zebatat saw that his design was
flawed. He feared that they would become as the kalipars were, but he 82157476af
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